I am ashamed for the European policy, but I am proud to be European.
Are England and Austria still part the EU? Is Hungary standing under belligerency? National
solos, frightened Europeans, barbed wire, firearms against refugees and a double-loaded
Greece.
Will be Orbanism a synonym for border fences, demarcation, lack of solidarity behaviour,
selfishness and asylum seeker hostility or even suffering and death?
Is that the idea of a big common Europe? My one it is not. And by the political
representatives of the people I feel lousy represented. Quite the contrary, I am ashamed of
their selfish manner, for their inhumane statements and decisions.
Agreements and laws are important for all of us living together, but may they stand above life
and limb of people?
Why laws are only upheld if they serve the political views of a few? Or how should we
understand that they indeed thump on Dublin II, but people of other persuasion are rejected
unconstitutional by several Eastern European Member States?
It is regrettable to see that for some EU countries solidarity has only a meaning as long as
they can take advantage of it. Will they be taken under obligation, they do not even know the
word itself, not to mention the term of "community of values".
The question that we must ask ourselves is what do they or we fear?
The IS terrorists who could swim along on the stream of refugees? They were, as we have
already experienced painfully, previously already here.
That Europe will impoverish or could be alienated and national identities get lost? For those a
little arithmetic example:

Suppose, Europe would actually grant 5 million refugees asylum. With more than 500 million
people, it would be less than 1%. At a solidary distribution over all countries, a tiny village of
1,000 souls would have to hold only 10 refugees, a small town of 12,000 resident just 120
asylum seekers.
Can 1% ruin us? Can 1%, even if they are all Muslims, Islamize us and alienate us from our
own roots?
Anyone who believes that should buy diapers.
Have we properly understood the European plan? 3 + 3 = 6 billion Euros for Turkey, in order
they take back the "illegal" refugees, but in return the EU will take the same number of
refugees legally directly from Turkey? In addition there are seven billion by UNHCR from the
donor conference?!
Is this the new political math? Sounds to me more like a bad horse trading. Apart from that,
refugees are seeking help people, not a commodity!
For comparison, in 2015 one million refugees have come across the Greek Islands. Was
there also a billion supports? 300 million could it be in 2016?!
I am ashamed increasingly for the majority of European and national politicians.
The difference between Europeans and European politicians can be however seen
everywhere. Whether it is the women to the Greek islands, which are cooking daily for
refugees at their own expense or the Dresdner helper in Idomeni distributing tea. Just two
examples of helping Europeans in all affected countries who are actively supporting refugees
and thus life, what the responsible persons do not even discuss: Charity!
All these volunteers' all the European helping hands deserve my respect and deepest
thanks. They make me proud to be a European.
On the other hand, for how many people the Mediterranean still has to become a watery
grave before human solutions are agreed and implemented into action instead of holding one
summit after another? How much blood must still stick to our hands before we act instead of
just react restrained and repellent? How much suffering we allow before we act humanely?
As what do we want respectively our politicians, especially men like Orban, Faymann and
Cameron want to go down in history - as murderer of refugees or as helping hands?
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